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• Covers the full 40 years of this reputable architectural firm's production, with an introduction by and input from the founding
partners
• Striking colour images accompany case studies on 22 of this firm's most impressive and globally-renowned projects, making
this book both intellectual and attractive
Chicago firm Krueck + Sexton Architects has made its mark with designs that draw from classic modernism as well as from
current architectural discourse. Partners Ron Krueck and Mark Sexton both studied architecture at the Illinois Institute of
Technology, where they were steeped in the pure modernism of Mies van der Rohe. From this foundation, they developed
a distinctive visual language influenced by art as much as by architecture, as evidenced in their impeccably designed and
constructed buildings. As Krueck and Sexton write in the introduction: "The path of our work was advanced by the making of
our work. It established the understanding of the connections the space that was required between the parts and delineated the
proportion and scale."
This oversize volume covers the full 40 years of the firm's work. It includes 22 projects, from the seminal Steel and Glass House
to the enormously popular Crown Fountain in Chicago's Millennium Park, to a 375,000-square-foot federal office building in
Florida.
Krueck + Sexton Architects vaulted to national prominence with their Steel and Glass House of 1981. The firm has developed
a design approach characterised by devotion to client needs and a dedication to craft. Partners Ron Krueck and Mark Sexton
have worked together since 1980.
An architecture graduate of MIT, John Morris Dixon began his career as an architectural journalist in 1960 and was chief
editor of the influential Progressive Architecture magazine from 1972 to 1996. He continues to edit and contribute to books and
periodicals on the subject of architecture. A Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, he has chaired its national Committee
on Design, on which he remains active.
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